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The country above tree
line in Southeast Alaska is a mosaic of

stunning variety. Most Southeast peaks are
steep and craggy. Barren ridges stretch between them, buffeted by wind and wrapped
in snow fields, sunlight, or clouds of fog,
even in summer. But in small valleys and on
gentler slopes, fields of wildflowers billow
across the ground during summer. Hardy
plants cluster in sheltered hollows or spring
up wherever their roots can take hold. At
times the slopes are virtually rock gardens
bursting with color.
A remarkable variety of animals live
in this terrain or pass through it enroute
to other areas. Birds and insects reap its
seasonal treasures. And mammals such as
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marmots, bears, and deer graze on the lush
vegetation in subalpine meadows.
Here, up close, are some residents of
high country we especially enjoy:

(Above) Blue grouse
overlooking Juneau
(Left) Rock ptarmigan
are the most commonly
seen ptarmigan in
high country. Females
change from white
to brown plumage
early in summer, but
males (like this one)
take longer, perhaps
to be more visible for
courtship or to help
lure predators away.

Hoary marmots love rocky places,
especially outcrops near lush meadows.There
they sun themselves and waddle about like
overfed squirrels, eating the grasses, flowers,
sedges, berries, and roots nearby. They
excavate burrows or find natural crannies
for nesting and protection from predators.
At times marmots seem to be very playful.
They may chase each other, tumble around
on the ground, and even box, standing erect
on their hind paws and pushing each other
with their palms.

Mountain goats often winter at or below tree line. In
summer they move up to high mountain meadows, where
they graze on herbs, grasses, and low-growing shrubs.
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Some of the most abundant
high country plants are heathers.
At high elevations moisture is
tied up in snow most of the
year, and at other times the
unforgiving wind pulls it quickly
from plants and the soil. But
these heathers have thick, waxy
leaves with undercurled edges
that hold moisture within the
plant.
White mountainheather and yellow mountainheather grow low to the ground
out of the wind, often forming
extensive mats over the thin,
nutrient-poor soil.

Some alpine plants, like this
moss campion, grow in closely
packed cushion shapes low to
the ground. This allows them to
conserve precious moisture and
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warmth. One study showed that air
can be up to 40 degrees warmer
within the cushion than it is several
inches above the plant.

The two to three months
that summer lasts in high country
is not much time for plants
to flower and produce seeds.
Some plants save time and
energy by sending out runners
underground and starting new
plants from them.
Alpine bistort produces
tiny bulblets below its flowers.
The bulblets fall from the plant,
ready to sprout into new plants
complete with an initial supply
of stored food.

One of the latest blooming high country flowers
is the broad-petalled gentian. You can see its
blossoms clear into fall when other flowers have died

Though alpine plants are often smaller than their
counterparts at lower elevations, they may still produce
relatively large blossoms. Scattered as they often are
in crevices, nooks, and crannies, they must shout to
potential pollinators, “Hey – look what I’ve got over
here!” These brilliant pink flowers are wedge-leafed
primrose, sometimes called “pixie eyes.”
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back. Sometimes it grows in large patches, especially
in wet or moist areas. Its blossoms close on cloudy
days and open on sunny days.

Alpine monkshood is found in a wide range
of habitats, from open forests and stream banks
to alpine ridges and meadows.
Alpine monkshood plants are generally small
and produce single flowers, while monkshood that
grow in the valley tend to grow considerably taller,
with 10 or more flowers to a plant.

Common ravens are at
home in all habitats, from sea level
to high country, but high country
is a good place to watch their
playfulness and tremendous flight
capabilities.

Mountain harebell is
another plant that grows smaller
and has a single blossom in the
alpine. Like the wedge-leafed
primrose, its blossom is large in
relation to the rest of the plant,
which helps attract pollinators.

Luetkea, or “partridgefoot,”
is very common in the alpine,
often spreading to form a kind of
evergreen mat over the ground.
Its leaves crowd together at the

White-tailed ptarmigan
live mostly at higher elevations
than rock and willow ptarmigan
do.
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base, and after withering may
persist for many years. The plant
is also known as “creeping spirea”
or “mountain spirea.”

Golden-crowned sparrows (right)
often nest among taller willows and alders
just above timberline.

One of the most common birds seen in
Southeast high country is the American pipit
(above). Pipits feed mostly on insects. Like other
alpine birds they give their soft, tinkling song in
flight, in essence announcing “I’m here!” in the
way that birds of the forest do from perches on
treetops or lower branches.
Pipits commonly nest on the ground above
tree line on drier ridges.

The gray-crowned rosy finch (above)
is a distinctive bird with a canary-like warble.
Rosy finches nest in cliff crevices and rock
slides and give a harsh cheep-cheep sound in
flight. They are often found on snow patches,
where they feed on insects grown sluggish
from the cold.

Golden eagles
a re b a s i c a l ly a l p i n e
hunters. They sweep
across mountain ridges
and slopes, flying near
ground level to capture
marmots and ptarmigan
to feed themselves and
their young.
They usually nest on
cliff ledges.
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Bob’s Recollections

Sex on the Mountain

H ave yo u
ever hiked up to
a mountaintop
in Southeast on
a sunny, warm
summer day, and
found yourself
surrounded by
buzzing insects?
That happened
to me one day
when I hiked to
the top of Mt.
Troy on Douglas
Island with
Illustration by Jim Fowler
a number of
friends.
We had climbed up from the Eaglecrest
Ski Area and had surely earned a good rest,
but as we settled down on the rocks to
eat our lunch and enjoy the view, dozens
of insects of all shapes and sizes were
zooming about. Many of them seemed to
be chasing each other, and occasionally
they would land on us (Maybe they were
out of breath!).
My friends spent a lot of energy
swatting and slapping, worried that they
were going to be eaten alive.
Fortunately, I had just read a book
called Mountains and Northern Forests by
two Canadian naturalists, Richard and
Sydney Cannings, and I knew the insects
were not very likely to bite us at all.
They were up on the mountain for other
reasons.
According to the Cannings, it’s pretty
difficult for some male and female insects
to find each other in the forest, so some
of them—particularly strong flyers like
certain flies, butterflies, and moths—
intuitively head uphill, where their chances
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of a rendezvous are better than down in
the forest.
The Cannings wrote:
Generally speaking, males fly to
hilltops and stay there, waiting for
females. The females fly up for brief
visits only—they quickly find a mate
and then journey back down to their
particular habitat on the hillside or in
the valley, where they lay their eggs.
The Cannings also pointed out that high
places like mountaintops are also just about
the only place you will ever see male horse
flies—gorgeously handsome creatures that
have one big advantage over their female
counterparts—They don’t bite!
Knowing the creatures buzzing around
me were only interested in sex, I was able
to relax and calmly admire them as they
landed and crawled about on my bare
arms and legs.
They were
fascinating!
Some had
long, dangly
legs. Some had
yellow bands
around their
abdomens like
some kind of
wasp. Some of
the big ones (probably male horseflies)
had beautiful, translucent wings and big
fluorescent eyes on the top of their heads.
I tried to convince my fellow hikers that
the insects meant them no harm. “They’re
just interested in sex, not you,” I said. But it
was to no avail.They kept waving the insects
away, probably unable to believe the critters
were more interested in each other than in
a good meal.

